FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ELEMENT3 HEALTH SELECTS DENVER FOR HEADQUARTERS
After Extensive Search, Aging-Focused Healthcare Company
Selects Denver for Headquarters
DENVER, CO., July 17, 2018 – Element3 Health, a network that engages 50-plus adults around
their passions to increase their physical, social and mental activity for healthy aging, today
announced its selection of Denver, Colorado for its company headquarters.
The company’s search considered a number of factors including availability and ability to attract
talent, healthcare industry presence, cost of living, and quality of life. After considering other cities
included Austin, Phoenix, and Salt Lake City, Element3 Health has decided to locate its
headquarters in Denver, Colorado.
“After considering a broad set of options, we are very excited to announce that we have selected
Denver for our headquarters.”, said David Norris, Chairman and CEO of Element3 Health. “One
of the biggest considerations was the availability of great talent locally as well as the ability to
easily relocate key hires to the Denver area.”
Element3 Health has already located more than 30 of its staff in Denver near Union Station and
has kicked off a search for its long-term HQ offices, with location and expansion options as its
primary priorities.

About Element3 Health
Element3 Health is a network that engages 50-plus adults around their passions to increase their
physical, social and mental activity for healthy aging. The company combines the three most
powerful elements of health into one cohesive solution in order to tackle the $75 billion of
unnecessary healthcare spending associated with social, mental and physical decline among
seniors. The company’s GroupWorks engagement platform is growing quickly, onboarding 1.5
million members, 15,000 groups and across 120+ passions. Using an activity scoring engine,
Element3 Health can calculate individual ActivityBenefit scores and use their proprietary
GroupMatch matching engine to to help optimize members’ health across social, mental and
physical metrics. https://element3health.com
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